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Two teens arrested for Friday murder
Man found dead in
Lost Circle apartment
BY ABBEY BROWN

Herald reporter
Mary Holder has always been there
to fix her youngest son DuJuan's problems.Once she finds out why her son was
murdered Friday morning, she'll begin

healing her own wounds, she said.
"He always looked to me to fix it,
and this is my way to fix it," Mary
Holder said. "I can't bring him back. But
what was done just doesn't make sense."
A little before 1:30 a.m. Friday, 29year-old Holder was found shot to death
in his Lost Circle Drive apartment by
one of his roommates, Matt Hagan ..
Holder's brother Dwight also lived in
the apartment.
They had just signed their apartment
lease on Feb. 16, landlord Michael

apartre

rder curre say they
efr welt being. a.. Page 3
Denney said.
Two teens were a.ITested early yesterday morning in connection to Holder's
homicide.
Jamin William Roberson, 18, of
Bowling Green, was charged with mur-

der and first~degree burglary. He was
arrested in his Patrick Way apartment.
A 17-year-old male was charged with
murder by complicity and first-degree
burglary. The police have not released
his name because he is a juvenile.
According to the police report,
Roberson admitted to unlawfully entering the apartment by kicking in the rear
door while armed with a loaded handgun. He said he intended to steal money.
Roberson told police that during the burgl1;1)1 he shot and killed Holder.

Two independent
interviews
from
witnesses
named Roberson
as the person committing the murder, the police
report stated. The
police have not Jamin Roberson
released information about the juvenile's arrest.
SEE MURDER PAG E 2

Minority
numbers
meager
Graduate programs
lack black students
BY JOSEPH LORD

Herald reporter
On white paper, Western's
minority enrollment efforts rest in
the good graces of state overseers. Across the Hill, however,
the number of black students in
graduate classes sits in the red.
Ask Erica Johnson of
Maysville, a graduate student
who came to Western in the fall
expecting more diverse classes
than her private school undergraduate years had to offer.
"I think my expectations were
a little higher," she said.
Johnson was the only black
student in her first graduate class.
There were two others in her second.
Eighty black students from
Kentucky were enrolled in graduate classes at Western in the fall
of 2001, according to draft numbers reported to the Council on
Postsecondary
Education.
Western has about 2,500 students
in its graduate programs.
There are no exact numbers
for all of Western 's black graduate students, and the CPE does
not keep statistics for other
minority groups.
The university reported 80
black students from Kentucky in
the fall of 2001. The numbers are
about the same this year, said
Elmer Gray, dean of Graduate
Studies.
"It's an area that concerns us,"
Gray said. "We need to be doing
better than we are."
The problem is greater than
number crunching.
Kentucky's eight state universities play a major role in providing a diverse work force for
schools and private industry, said
SEE MEAGER PAGE
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Hiring of black faculty still an uphill battle
BY JOSEPH LORD

Herald reporter
The differences are like night and day,
black and white.
When sociology instructor Jashard
Justice first came to Western, he played
football with many other black students. It
was ideal for him.
Seven years later, Justice is a faculty
member. He remembers diversity on the
Hill, but he doesn't always see it.
Most of his students are white. Most of
his peers are white.
Justice is one of only 34 full-time black
faculty members at Western and the only
black faculty member hired on a continuing basis for this school year.
Western has about 600 full-time faculty
members.
La~t year, the university hired only one
black faculty member to teach on the Hill.
The distinction belonged to visiting socio!-

ogy professor K waku
Doing more
Obusa-Mensah, who
John Hardin, assishas since left.
tant to the provost for
Two other black
diversity
enhancefaculty members were
ment, is leading an
hired to teach on a
effort to overcome the
temporary basis last
statistics.
year,
said
John
His job is to add
Petersen, vice presiJohn
Hardin
black
prospects to the
dent for Academic .
pool
of possible
Affairs. Unlike Justice,
assislal1tto lbe Provost for diversity enlianceu.int
Western
faculty, he
they would have to
undergo a new search process this year to said. He seeks out potential minority candidates and encourages them to apply for
continue teaching on the Hill.
jobs.
In that way, he's more of a scout than
About 112 full-time faculty members
a
recruiter.
were hired last year, but some of these were
He can help increase the pool, but he
rehires, Petersen said.
While Western meets a Kentucky Plan can't make job offers or negotiate salaries.
His goal is to get an applicant' s foot in
state standard requiring that 3 .8 percent of
its total faculty be black, President Gary the door with search committees, who then
make hiring recommendations.
Ransdell thinks more needs to be done.
Race is not considered in the hiring
"In my opinion, the Kentucky Plan is
decision.
modest in its expectations," Ransdell said.

"People are not hired

because they are minorities. They ar~ hired
because they are the
best fit."

"People are not hired because they are
minorities," Hardin said. "They're hired
because they are the best fit.''
Hardin said he advertises open positions
in publications geared to minority
prospects and attends professional meetings.
He may also reach out to touch someone.
"In many instances, people apply for
positions not because it's advertised in the
Chronicle for Higher Education," Hardin
said. "Sometimes, it's a phone call."
As of now, he has no statistical expectations to meet.
"There's not a specific time line,"
Ransdell said. "It's something we've got to
be conscious of and diligent with on an
ongoing basis.''
Because Hardin began work in October,

SEE UPHILL PAGE 6

Toppers drop Ball State in weekend Bracket Buster
BY DANNY SCIIOENBAECHLER

Herald reporter
Western 's matchup with Ball State
Saturday featured two grizzled veterans
slugging it out into the· late rounds.
It was only coincidence that it was a part
of ESPN's first annual Bracket Buster
Saturday.
Ball State's Chris Williams had poured
in 14 first-half points, but his team trailed
36-35. David Boyden had a mere four
points as his team held the slim lead.
But after halftime, Boyden proved why
he is the Topper captain. He chipped in
seven points as Western exploded out of
intermission with a 13-1 run.
Williams swung back repeatedly, making impossible shots look routine. And
Boyden took advantage of proper position-

I

ing and proved unstoppable inside.
With just over a minute left in the bout,
the first competitor fell. Williams had
fouled out. The Diddle Arena crowd rose to
their feet and applauded the fallen
combatant. His 33 points were spectacular, but they were not enough to
upset the Toppers.
Boyden finished with 27 points
as his squad beat the Cardinals 8479.
Boyden 's 23 second-half points
helped him drop in his career-high
output.
"I just really thought that was a
terrific win for us," Western coa~h
Dennis Pelton said. "David responding the
way he did after halftime had the most to do
with why we won this game."
Boyden said that his level of aggression

was the key to his success.
"It was easy for me to pick up my
aggression," he said. "But I really had to
keep my aggressive level up throughout the
second half."
Felton said that containing
Williams was almost impossible.
"The honest truth is, I was very,
very fearful of Chris Williams,"
Felton said. "Because he's the type
of player when~ you can do a flawless job of defending him and he
can still hit the shot over you."
Williams has averaged 29 points
a game over the past six games, and
getting an early start has been the
key during his hot streak, he said.
"My coaches have been getting on me

84
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SEE BUSTER PAGE

Lawsuit dismissed

Former Topper honored

On Thursday

A lawsuit filed by two Western
students against the Warren Circuit
Clerk was dismissed Friday. Page 5

Western hoops legend Carlisle
Towe,y had his jersey retired
Saturday. Page 12

Coverage of the Rev. Al
Shrupton 's visit today to campus
and Bowling Green.

10

Sang-lfyuck Park/Ilerald
Senior guard Filip Videnov watches as a loose ball falls
into the hands of Ball State guard Chris Williams Saturday
at Diddle Arena.

herald~

Check the Web at www.
wk:uherald.com for an online
gallery of printable Herald
front pages.
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Even though the New Bethel Baptist Church is o '. e pe
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.
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Joyous
with new life like that found on a cnsp spring m
·
' re res 1
rejuvenating.
. .
raise for their
Members of the congregation know that giving thanks a nd P hi
. t d
.
·
s and fres Y pam e
health and happiness far outweighs ·that of shiny new pew
hr
h
walls. Their faith is as pure and innocent as the newborn babies that pass l oug
the front doors weekly.
.
· . re of both
The tattered, red velvet-covered pews fill sparsely with a mi_xtu
d b
of worship_. Hea s ow
Young and old members ' all claiming their own small area
· JOIOS
· · ·m t ired song ·
in silent prayer for a few moments before the congregation
·
player to
The Rev. Earl Jackson, leader of the congregation, cues th e piano
bring the music up a step.
"Play on, Brother Butts!" he said.
,
Services at New Bethel are always laid back and loosely structured. There s no
need to rush. Jackson takes notes and shuffles some papers around as other members emphatically vocalize their prayers to Butts' soulful piano music.
Several members sing with enthusiasm, b1,1t one voice rises far above t~e rest.
The warm and weathered voice of Ellie Sue Johnson strains with years of wisdom.
"I've been coming here for 30 years, and I've seen three pastors before this
one," Johnson ·said.
She's cornerstone in this small community, and she shares her knowledge of
voice and song with the sleepy-eyed youth she teaches each Sunday morning.
"I love Sunday school," she said. "I'm a Sunday school girl, and I don't forget
what my mama told me."

a

Brian Leddy is a senior photojournalism major from Niles, Mich. He can be
reached at leddybp@wku.edu.

MURDER: Officers spend weekend gathering evidence and dues
CONTINUED FROM fROffT PAGE
Police have also not released
the names of the witnesses.
The report described Holder
and Roberson as acquaintances.
Holder's mother said she
heard from others that Holder
knew Roberson very well, but
she doesn't know how her son
knew him or for how long.
Deputy Coroner Dwayne
Lawrence said Holder sustained
multiple
gunshot

►

wounds, which were the cause
of his death. Lawrence wouldn't comment on where or exactly how many times Holder was
shot.
A red rose placed on the
front steps of the apartment
only hours after Holder's body
was removed contrasted with
the yellow police tape blocking
botb entrances to the apartment. All the windows had
been sealed with evidence tape.
A nearly empty kitchen was

visible through the open back
door Friday afternoon, and
rain-soaked cardboard boxes
littered the back patio. The
voices of police investigators
wafted out the open door.
By Sunday afternoon, the
back entrance had been boarded up.
Officers spent the weekend
questioning Holder's roommates and neighbors, gathering
evidence and looking for clues.
Mary Holder said Dwight

has had a hard time dealing
with his brother's murder. She
said he blames himself for it
because he wasn't there to protect his younger brother.
"I don't blame him for not
being there," she said. "I lost
one. The feeling is so deep, and
it would be deeper if I had lost
both of them."
Holder's body has been
transported to the State Medical Examiner's Office in
Louisville for an autopsy.

The funeral will be at
Burnam & Son Mortuary at I
p.m. today.
Holder is survived by his
parents, Ronnie and Mary
Holder; sister Ladana Patterson; brother Dwight Holder;
and grandparents James and
Beulah Murrell, all of Bowling
Green.
Mary Holder described her
son as loving and caring.
"He always wanted love and
was able to show that love

back," she
said, tearing up. " He
wouldn't do
anything in
the world to
hurt anyone.
He
would just DuJuan Holder
help ones
that he could."

Reach Abbey Brown at
news@wkuherald.com.

Crime Reports

Arrests
♦Brenton Tyler Twyman,
Pearce-Ford Tower, was charged Friday with driving under
the influence under 21 and disregarding a traffic control device. He was released the same
day from Warren County
Regional Jail on a $500 unsecured bond.
♦Joshua Daniel McBride,
Graves Road, was arrested
Saturday for alcohol intoxication. He was released the same
day from Warren County

Regional Jail on time served.
♦Brittanie Joy Resha, Old
Hickory, Tenn., was charged
Saturday for driving under the
influence. She was released the
same day from Warren County
Regional Jail on a $1,000 surety bond.
♦Brandie Leia Resha, Old
Hickory, Tenn., was charged
Saturday for alcohol intoxication. She was released the same
day from Warren County
Regional Jail on time served.
♦ Lindsay McGhee Costello,
Minton Hall, was charged

Saturday with alcohol intoxication. She was released the same
day from Warren County
Regional Jail on time ser:ved.

Reports
♦A Russellville female reported Wednesday that her exboyfriend was stalking her by
following her and waiting for
her on campus.
♦Jaclyn Dunkelberger, Ewing Ford Road, reported her
parking permit, worth $65,
stolen from her car that was
parked in the Diddle Arena lot.
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Concerns arise following murder

Put a little Sunshine
in your lnbox.

Dragoo, said that after the murder
they don't feel safe in their apartment.
Holder's apartment is part of
Lost Woods Apartments, located
off Nashville Road. The complex
is across the street from Western
Place Apartments. A number of
Western students live in the area.
Both Dragoo and Riggs were
home at the time of the shooting.
This is the first apparent
homicide of the year in Warren
County. There were two in 2001
and one in 2002. Bowling Green
police said they have had no calls
for violent crimes for the area in
recent months.
Riggs said that after the mur-

BY ABBEY BROWN

Herald reporter
Until early Friday morning,
Upton senior Sara Riggs felt safe
in her own home. The last thing
she expected to hear when she
went to bed Thursday night was
the sound of gunshots being fired
next door.
Her feeling of safety has left
completely after she discovered
that her next door neighbor,
DuJuan Holder, 29, had been
shot and killed in his Lost Circle
Drive apartment. His body was
discovered by his roommate Matt
Hagan.
Riggs and her roommate,
Greenville senior Jennifer

HIGH: 84
LOW: 62

►

Receive Local Weather Updates via Email.

me.

1
'

The roommates were so disturbed by the shooting that they
weren't comfortable staying in
their apartment alone.
"Ever since this happened, it
has made me think a lot," Dragoo
said. 'This could happen anywhere. I took for granted that I
was always safe."
Reach Abbey Brown
at news@wkttherald.com.

NewsBrlef

Sharpton to speak

Not to mention Headline News, College Sports,
Campus Calendar, Daily Horoscope, and more ...

der she looks at life differently.
"l am more alert now," she
said. "I am aware now that
these kinds of things happen.
Before, I didn't think anything
like this would happen around

Wednesday in Garrett Ballroom. Breakfast costs

The Rev. Al Sharpton will lecture at 7
tonight in DUC Theater
Students who are interested in meeting
Sharpton will also have several opportunities to
do so.
Two meals with Sharpton will be served

Register Today at
www.wkuherald.com

$IO and begins at 7 a.m. Lunch costs $15

and begins at noon. Reservations should be
made with Saundra Ardrey at 745-4558.
Students can also meet Sharpton in Grise
Hall room 438 at I 0:30 a.m Wednesday.
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TbeCreed
"Congress shall make no law ...
abridging the freedom of speech,
or of the,press ... "

Editor Erica Walsh:
editor@wk11herald.com
News editor Brandy Warren:
news@wk11herald.com
Opinion editor Daniel Pike:
herald@wk11herald.com

OPINION

- First Amendment, U.S. Constitution
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commentary

Free speech demands
free thinking

DO No1HIN6r

Good time for Sharpton visit
s Western debates the
legacy of Dr. Martin
Luther I(jng Jr., one
of I(jng's successors
in the Civil Rights Movement,
the Rev. Al Sharpton, arrives
today on campus for two days of
lectures and meetings.
Talk about good timing.
As exhibited in the Herald's
three most recent opinion pages,
it takes just one controversial
statement to reopen a gaping
racial chasm on the Hill.
It's an unhealthy condition
healed only through healthy discussion. The visit by Sharpton a famous name with an even
more famous mane - will hopefully inspire spirited and muchneeded chatter.
Talk about good timing.
Sharpton 's appearance is a
sort of grand finale to Black

,.,......

The Rev. At Sharpton
c1rt1ves oQ campus
today for a serle$ of

Jeotures and meetings.

GR'flewi

Sharpton's Visft should
lnspire campus-wide
debate and discussion.

History Month.
Echoes of his speeches
should reverberate into March,
appropriately keeping discussions of civil rights issues fresh
well beyond their typical expiration date.
Talk about good timing.
Perhaps more than anything,
recent dialogue has centered on
whether King's message can

Herald guilty of
sensationalism
Zak Cummins recently wrote a commentary in the Herald that questioned the
character of civil rights leader Dr. Martin
Luther I(jng Jr.
Although Cummins' sources were not
reputable or objective, by publishing his
commentary, the Herald accomplished its
goal nicely.
The Herald succeeded in increasing
interest and readership for an obviously
flagging publication. The Herald staff
must have known what kind of response
would be generated by a commentary
that casts doubt on a highly respected
political leader.
Commentaries published with the
express purpose of provoking students
are nothing more than vain attempts to
draw attention to a paper whose journalistic standards and overall quality have
taken a tum for the worse.
The Herald must have had other
options for filling the space that
Cummins' commentary filled, but it
chose the low road.
I have no qualms with Cummins or
his opinion. I can tolerate views that run
counter to mine.
But I am ashamed of the Herald.
Apparently the integrity that the Herald
accumulated over the years has been
undermined by those who would rather
rely on sensationalism.
Perhaps the "journalists" that comprise the editing staff should become
marketing majors, because they obviously lack the integrity and restraint exercised by dignified journalists.
The Herald went fishing for respons-

coexist with his sometimes
maligned moral character.
Sharpton's credibility has
been similarly challenged, most
notably in a decades-old surveillance video that seemed to depict
Sharpton's involvement in an
apparent drug deal.
Now Western has an opportunity to weigh Sharpton's philosophy against his personality. We
can decide how much of
Sharpton's message - and
I(jng's,forthatmatter - to cling
to and how much to discard.
Talk about good timing.
For each person who has submitted a letter to the Herald this
semester concerning civil rights
or political issues, there are likely many others who have chosen
to remain silent.
We hope Sharpton's visit
prompts those people to speak

es, and I am happy to oblige: I will no
longer read the Herald due to its lack of
ethics and integrity.
Brad Baumgardner
Nashville senior

'Not facts at all'
At first I was livid when I read Zak
Cummins' commentary. But after a few
moments, I just felt sorry for him.
Obviously, his facts were not
researched, for they were not facts at all.
Do you think that professors just hand out
Ph.D's? If so, then hand me one.
What exactly is the relevance of
King's name? Does this change any of
the remarkable things he achieved?
Also, Mr. Cummins, you state that
many of King's associates were
Communists or Communist sympathizers. Do all of your friends have the same
views as you? Furthermore, are all of
your associates your friends?
I(jng did not believe in Communism.
He makes this clear in " A Letter from the
Birmingham Jail." In it, Dr. I(jng said, "If
today I lived in a Communist country
where certain people dear to the Christian
faith are suppressed, I would openly
advocate disobeying that country's antireligious laws."
You are correct on one thing. King did
study Marx's theories, but in his autobiography, he said, "My reading of Marx
also convinced me that truth is found neither in Marxism nor in traditional capitalism."
Dr. King was a strong man. He
endured bombings of his home, beatings
and arrests for ludicrous reasons. Yet he
still advocated non-violence, even when
his "associates" urged him to fight back.

and enrich the debate.
Western is hungry for new
perspectives, new voices and
new ideas. Whether or not we
agree with his beliefs, Sharpton
will provide each of those things.
But the campus shouldn't
serve merely as a soapbox for
Sharpton. It's an opportunity for
students to be heard as well.
Talk about good timing.
Or talk about the current
racial controversy on campus. Or
talk about Sharpton's credibility
and the validity of his message.
Or talk about the United States'
policy in Iraq. It really doesn't
matter.
Just talk.

This editorial represents the
majority opinion of the Heral.d's
JO-member board of student
editors.

"A university is...obligated to
make a distinction between those
who have something to offer and
delusional, divisive demagogues."
- Todd Holloway
Bowling Green sophomore
011 the Rev. Al Sharpton's visit to Western

Mr. Cummins, please know what you
are talking about before you write it.
Don't take one of history's most courageous leaders and tum his name into a
mockery.
Bridget Pitcock
Tompkinsville freshman

Questioning Cummins'
sources
As an English professor teaching
research skills, I need to respond to the
MLK holiday commentary by Zak
Cummins.
The first thing I talk about when
teaching research skills is to evaluate
one's sources: look for little clues to see if
your source is credible, especially on
Web sites.
If it ends with .gov or .edu, you may
be fairly safe. The major clue that
makes me question the www.martinlutherking.org site Cummins mentions is
its frequent advertising for a book by
David Duke, a former Grand Wizard of
the Ku Klux Klan.
Since this Web site is pushing this
sale, then I'd seriously ask how much of
the information on MLK on this Web site
is either fabricated or taken out of context
merely for the sake of stirring up racial

interest for Cummins'
Voltaire once said,
commentary.
"I disapprove of what
I think that's up to
you say, but I will
you,
though. You need
defend to the death
to
recognize the
your right to say it."
beliefs
of these indiAnd that is fact.
viduals
for what they
Zak
Cummins'
are:
racist.
Feb. 18 commentary
Even though I(jng
about the apparent falplagiarized
some of
sities of Dr. Martin
what
he
said,
people
Luther King Jr.'s legaTrevor
were
exposed
to
those
cy and life was illFrey
thoughts only because
timed. The piece may
he said them. The poshave seemed relevant,
as it is Black History Month, but sibility that he got his Ph.D.
through plagiarism is trivial.
I felt it was classless.
King
was a leader. He motivated
After reading the www.marpeople
through speeches and
tinlutherking.org Web site he
referred to, I was sickened. actions.
Besides, David Duke regurMany of the people and groups
on that Web site are renowned gitated much of what he said as
well.
for their racist beliefs.
My point is that we have to
The home page of radio host
educate
ourselves. I knew when
Kevin
Francis
Strom,
I
read
Cummins'
commentary
www.kevin-strom.com, greets
visitors with a large photograph that the letters would pour in.
The very fact that I can write
of Ernest Zundel. Zundel is a
Holocaust revisionist. He claims my reaction and opinion is due
that the Holocaust never took to our freedom to do that in this
place. This is one of Cummins' country. We enjoy free expressources?
sion and exchange of ideas. Part
Scroll down the site and you of that is hearing things we do
find a cartoon of Israeli Prime not want to hear.
Minister Ariel Sharon holding
I have cited various Web sites
President George W. Bush.
that, if read, I hope will sicken
Scroll further and you find a you as much as they did me.
link to the National Alliance
We don't need to worry
home page. "Love your race," it about an individual's words. We
proclaims. One of its prominent need to worry about our individU.S. members was arrested for ual actions. I felt a responsibilithreatening the life of a federal ty to speak against Cummins'
judge.
opinion.
But the next one is the
What are you going to do?
kicker.
Former Grand Wizard of the
Trevor Frey is a freshman
Ku Klux Klan David Duke has photojournalism major from
an article on the page as well.
Toronto, Canada. The views
I could write all day about expressed in this commentary
what these "primary sources" are only those of the writer and
have done, who I think they are not those of the Herald or
and why they are a conflict of Western Kentucky University.

bigotry?
If you're one of my students, please
learn a lesson from Cummins' mistake.
PaulM.Bush
Assistant professor
Department of English

Cummins should attend
Sharpton event
Once again, Mr. Cummins, you have
stuck your foot in your mouth.
Last semester you criticized a brave
young lady for her courage against
hatred.
Now you are throwing mud on the
grave of a man who fought for all of us.
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. was by no
means a perfect man, but then again, no
one is.
I(jng was never a Communist nor did
he ever verbalize his support for the
Communist Party or its practices. He
simply was acquainted with them. Last
time I checked, that is not a crime.
You also failed to realize that I(jng's
holiday is not a celebration of one man,
but it is a remembrance of his actions.
The vision I(jng had was not only to give
black people a better place in this world
but also to make the world a more peaceful and tolerant place.
I(jng was arrested multiple times,
beaten, stabbed and had his house
bombed so that his kids could live in a
world where no one - regardless of their
color, religion, or sex - would have to
deal with such things.
Mr. Cummins, I challenge you to
come to hear the Rev. Al Sharpton talk.
Sharpton might be able to shed some
light on why we celebrate King's life.
Maybe then you'll begin to under-

stand that this issue isn't just about black
or white or who should or shouldn't have
a holiday in their honor.
It's about paying honor and respect to
those who try to improve this planet.
Ryan Dearbone
Hopkinsville sophomore

Sharpton a bad choice
Could I believe what I read? Western
will have a very well-known person visiting our campus to discuss civil rights
issues, domestic policy and Iraq.
Who is this intellectual giant? The
Rev. Al Sharpton!
' His claim to fame? He is to the civil
rights movement what Billy Carter was
to his brother: a hideous embarrassment.
He is a notorious race warlord. He has
no credibility whatsoever. Obviously, this
makes him a prime candidate to address
Western on important issues.
A university is obligated to bring in
spe8;k~rs with varied ideas and opinions,
but 1t s equally obligated to make a distinction between those who have something to offer and delusional, divisive
demagogues.
For example, Walter E. Williams and
Thomas Sowell have informed rational
~d logical ideas on a wide 'array of
issues. They also have credibility.
Perhaps Williams, Sowell and the
countless others who have more insight
- ~o! to mention respect - are too busy
to v1s1t us.
!}ien again, sometimes it's more fun
to liSten to a pompous shyster than someone who can offer rational discourse.
Todd Holloway
Bowling Green sophomore
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Discrimination
suit dismissed
BY JESSICA SASSEEN

Herald reporter
A lawsuit filed by two Western
students claiming they had been
discriminated against by the
Warren County Circuit Clerk was
dismissed Friday.
Cera Long and Amber
Schucker, sophomores from
Evansville, Ind., sued Circuit
Clerk Pat Goad after claiming
they were denied Kentucky driver's licenses because they are
Western students.
Schucker and Long had
requested a temporary injunction,
which would force Goad to grant
the women Kentucky driver's
licenses.
Long said the women were
advised by Judge Sam Potter to
apply for Kentucky licenses after
both were charged with driving
under the inOuence.
Last April, Schucker was cited
for driving under the inOuence at
15 miles over the speed limit and
having a .118 blood alcohol level.
Long was cited for DUI with a
.234 blood alcohol level in a separate citation.
Long claims Potter said the
penalty for DUI would be less
severe if she had a Kentucky
license instead of an Indiana one.
Long said Potter told her a
Kentucky license would only be
suspended for 30 days while an
Indiana license would be suspended for about 180 days.
Goad said the two women
were not discriminated against
for being Western students. They
simply didn't have the co1rect
documentation to apply for a
license, she said.
''They couldn't get a license
with us according to Kentucky
House Bill 188 which says you
must show proof of residence in
Warren County," Goad said.
"Under that, it gave us certain
things we could require, such as a
deed or utility bill, to prove residency, and they met none of those
standards."

Special Judge Kelly Mark

Easton dismissed the case without prejudice - meaning the
plaintiffs are not banned from
raising this issue again.
"I think this is just an example
of a public official doing her job,"
Assistant Attorney General Kevin
Brown, Goad's lawyer, said. "I
think it shows (Goad) did her job
well and thoroughly."
According to the law, there are
several factors the Circuit Clerk
can use to grant a license.
Students of Kentucky universities
are eligible for Kentucky licenses
if they have proof of residency.
Brown said the women also
did not properly appeal the
license decision.
"Neither of the plaintiffs
exhausted their administrative
remedies. They chose to sue
instead of appeal to the
Transportation Cabinet," Brown
said. "If your license gets denied
or suspended, you can appeal.
"Kentucky law is clear. You
must exhaust all of those
(options) before going to the
courts."
Potter could not be reached for
cominent, but Goad said, to her
knowledge, it's not common
practice for people to apply for
Kentucky licenses to avoid stiff
punishments.
"In the complaints that the
ladies filed, they are acknowledging they are trying to circumvent
the law in Kentucky," Goad said.
'They are trying to get a driver's
license so their conviction would
be less than if they were convicted with an Indiana license."
Long said she does not plan on
taking further legal action.
Schucker and Steve Thornton, the
women's attorney, could not be
reached for comment.
"If I had used my Indiana
license first, I'd -already have it
back. Instead, I've been going to
court for almost a year," Long
said. "l just did it because the
judge told me to."
Reach Jessica Sasseen at
news@wkuherald.com.

ATTENTION MAY AND
AUGUST GRADUATES
Prepare for graduation by attending

GRHD fHI -R

Be fitted for your cap and gown, order your
graduation announcements, order your class ring.
Register to win a $25 gift certificate, 25 Graduation
Announcements, lOK class ring from Jostens, WKU
Afghan from Alumni Office, or even cash!!

Monday March 3

•

◄

'

,◄

•• ••
A

.I

Elizabethtown Campus
3:30pm-5pm ET*
ALSO PLAN TO ATTEND RESUMANIA!!
Tuesday March 4
Bring your resume draft for a 10
Main Campus
minute resume mini-critique by
DUC l0am-lpm
Career Services Counselors. No
Glasgow Campus 3:30pm-5pm
appointment needed. First come, first

Wednesday March 5

Main Campus
DUC l0am-lpm
Owensboro Campus
3:30pm-5pm

served.
Wednesday March 5 llam-lpm DUC 349

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

Thursday March 6

◄

•

•

(270) 745-2466 • 1-800-444-5155
www.wku.edu/ Info/ Bookstore

Main Campus
DUC l0am-lpm
2:30pm-5pm

Friday March 7
Main Campus
DUC l0am-lpm
*ET=Eastern Time
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UPHILL: Number of black doctorates limited nationally
Co~11HuEo FffoM FRONT PaGF
his impact will not be known until
the fall 2003 semester begins.

Recruiting diversity
The job is harder than it seems.
Government Department Head
Saundra Ardrey should know. For
one year, she served as a special
assistant to the provost for diversity
enhancement.
Part of the minority hiring problem is that schools across the country
are vying for the same faculty.
The number of black doctorates is
limited across the nation, Ardrey said.
Big schools can lure those prospects
in with greater pay and other incentives.
Western can't.
Ardrey said departments with no
black faculty also have problems
recruiting prospects who may not
want to be the only black among colleagues.

"It's hard to recruit when you don't
already have a critical mass," Ardrey
said.
There are also community issues,
she said.
Ardrey said Bowling Green isn't
an appealing locale for black faculty
prospects, many of whom look for
urban settings with black businesses
and entertainment.
Justice may agree. He said living in
Bowling Green, which is 12.7 percent
black, has had its rocky moments in
his eight years on the Hill.
For instance, Justice was once in an
interracial relationship that spawned
negative reactions from locals when
the couple went out in Bowling Green.
"The dirty looks, the comments, et
cetera," Justice said. "To be blatant, I
don't think (this community)
embraces diversity as well as it
should."

"To be blatant, I don't think
{this community} embraces
diversity as well as it

should."
- Jashard Justice
sociology instructor

Howard Bailey, dean of Student
Life, said Western needs to hire more
black faculty to improve its classroom
experience.
The Council on Postsecondary
Education's guidelines agree.
·
"The world is a diverse place," said
Dennis Taulbee, general counsel for
the CPE. "We think higher education
should mirror the world, in general."
He said studies have shown that
people's attitudes about race change
when they live and work in diverse
'A diverse place'
environments.
And some Western students, Hardin
Western, too, can do a better job of
said, may need experiences with other
embracing diversity.

races before jumping into the job market.
f m
"Many of our students are ro
areas and counties where there ~re no
diverse populations," Hardin said.
Justice who mostly teaches
' to Sociology, sai"d he 's
Introduction
able to act as a mentor and a role
model to black students in his classes.
He said black students may be able
to relate more with black faculty
members.
Louisville sophomore
Kei th
Hamblin, who is black, said he is in a
class with a black faculty member
this semester. Black teachers, he said,
are more willing to help black students.
"We just need somebody who
cares and who will push us and know
what we've been through," Hamblin
said.

The path of Justice
Justice can stay another year if

e funding is available.
s ta l
,
'd .
It's an offer he s cons, enng, but
he said he may want to return to his
home in Texas.
Justice said he takes care of hiss.
ear-old daughter, Taylor, most of
ihe year. He sai~ he might want her
closer to family as she begins
kindergarten in ~he fa!I.
Still, Justice said he hkes Western and
its sociology faculty and coul~ see himself making a career of teachmg on the
Hill.
It's one possibility:
.
"Bowling Green 1s a httle too small
for me right now," he sai?· "Just being 25,
I feel like there are bigger and better
things that J still want to ventu'.e ou~ into.
"If you could fast forward time, tf this
was JO years down the road, this would
be the ideal place."
Herald reporter Shawntaye Hopkins
contributed to this story.
Reach Joseph Lord at
news@wkuherald.com.

MEAGER: Western plagued by disadvantages in recruitment
graduate students.
Kentucky's research universities can
Sherron Jackson, interim vice president offer better incentives, such as more
for finance at the CPE.
assistantships, to black students, Gray
"You can't provide business and said. Those schools also offer doctorate
industry a diverse population of which programs while Western does not.
to choose from if you are not recruiting
Gray said students who are seeking
them into graduate school," Jackson doctorates usually prefer to do so at the
said.
same college where they get their masHoward Bailey, dean of Student
ter's.
Life, said graduate degrees can increase
In the end, most of Western's black
the income of their holders.
graduate students are public school
"If you're going to move any significant portion of a race into the middle teachers trying to update their teacher
class, however you define middle class, certification, Gray said. He said he'd
they're going to have to have advanced like more blacks enrolled in all graduate
programs.
degrees," Bailey said.
But Johnson said more needs to be
Graduate school can also propel
done
for black graduate students
blacks from student to teacher, Jackson
already
on the Hill.
said. These teachers may eventually fill
Western's minority support groups
the diversity gaps at universities.
But on the recruiting end, some say are geared more to undergraduates,
Western is at a disadvantage - some- Johnson said. She's working with Gray
times losing to bigger, wealthier to develop ways to help black graduate
students adjust to campus, but there
schools.
"I think what happened was that aren't any definite plans at this time.
The lack of black graduate students
along ¢e way, the competition became
from Kentucky is more than a problem
much greater," Gray said.
In recent years, Kentucky schools of diversity, Jackson said.
All state universities in Kentucky
have been vying for the same black

"Any contact that we get on
the part of a minority stu•
dent, we certainly follow that
through."
-Elmer Gray
deM of Graduate Studies

must meet six of eight goals outlined in
the Kentucky Plan for Equal
Oppo1tunity. If schools do not comply
with the Kentucky Plan, they become
ineligible for new academic programs,
Jackson said.
Western meets six of the Kentucky
Plan's goals, but it does not meet the
requirement for recruiting in-state black
students into graduate programs.
Affirmative action is not used for
admissions into graduate programs at
Western, Gray said. Instead, networking
efforts are launched to lure black students.
Recruiters pitch Western's graduate
programs at college career days
throughout Kentucky, Gray said. His
office gets mailing lists of black stu-

dents about to graduate, and it stays in tant law professor at Northern Kentucky
toucti with Tennessee State and University.
That includes the possible demise of
Kentucky State, both historically black
MAP,
Gray said.
universities.
The
Supreme Court's decision will
"Any contact that we get on the prut
of a minority student, we certainly fol- likely be close, said Houh, a 1996 law
school graduate of the University of
low that through," Gray said.
Michigan.
And there is the Minority
The intensive recruiting efforts and
Assistantship Program.
Gray said MAP is available to black programs never found Johnson.
She said she made the first contact
graduate students who are residents of
with
Western, then visited the Hill twice
Kentucky. Students with assistantships
before
enrolling. She assumed there
work for the university and get reduced
would
be
more black students in het
tuition.
Western had as many as 25 MAP stu- classes because Western is a state unidents per semester in the early 1990s, versity.
She admits her assumptions were
Gray said. This year, that number has
wrong.
dwindled down to one.
Johnson said she was also the only
Gray said current events are playing
a role in the decline. The law school black student in her high school classes.
admissions policy at the University of Her next stop will be a doctoral proMichigan, which uses race as a factor in gram - a diverse doctoral program,
choosing students, will be placed before though she's not exactly sure where that
the United States Supreme Court this may be.
"Third time's a charm," Johnson
spring.
said.
"If Michigan's policy is ruled unconstitutional, it will have really broad ramifications for public education in the Reach Joseph Lord at
U.S.," said Emily M. S. Houh, an assis- news@wkuherald.com.
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Patterson's story: No statistic
BY ZACH MILLS

Herald reporter
Latoya Patterson is no statistic. In fact, the 21-year-old
Fort Campbell junior is proving
that some statistics are wrong
- mainly the ones that say single teenage mothers are unlikely to make it through college.
Patterson has a 2.67 OPA
and is currently on course to
graduate in three years with a
major in economics and a
minor in marketing.
Her son William is one of
her motivators to finish school
early.
"I want to support my son
and myself," Patterson said. "I
_want to provide a stable living
condition for myself. And
working for $5.15 and living
off residual checks is getting
old."
Patterson was in high school
when she found ·out she was
pregnant.
"I was teITified," she said. "I
thought about having an abortion, but my parents didn't
allow me to do that because it
was a sin to them."
Despite Patterson's fear of
being a teenage mother, she
was determined not to become
another. statistic.
"I got a job and continued
school and got my high school
diploma," she said. "And then I
came to Western."
Patterson has her own apartment and is finding success as a
single mother and a full-time

I ,

college student. She also finds
time to volunteer at the
Housing Authority of Bowling
Green where she tutors teenage
girls and educates them about
the realities of teenage pregnancy.
"It's called balancing," Patterson said. "I mean, when
you've been taking care of
someone else as long as I have,
you just adapt to your environment. You make the best of
your situation."
Although some people
might not find Patterson's situation to be ideal for someone
her age, she doesn' t want any
sympathy.
"It hasn't been hard for me,"
she said. "It hasn't been easy.
It's been a challenge - just
like getting a degree is a challenge."
Patterson's faith has also
played a role in maintaining a
balance in her life.
"I pray every day," she said.
"I pray and ask God to give me
strength for another day. I feel
like being a single parent doesn't make me any different from
a two parent home. Two parent

Each week, Zach picks a
random person from the student directory and calls them to
ask, "Whats Your Story?" His
series runs every Tuesday.
Zach can be reached at featu res @wkuhe raid. com.

►

I'

Opera begins Thursday

('

.r.

WHAT'S YOUR STORY?
Latoya Patterson

families struggle, too. When
you have friends and a strong
family behind you, then you
don't have to struggle."
Even though Patterson has
found it to be a challenge rearing a child while trying to
obtain a college degree, she
said motherhood is one of her
greatest joys.
"I look at my son more like
a brother because we're growing up together," she said. "I'm
still trying to find out who I am,
and he's helping me do that.
Being a mother is a blessing."
Patterson hopes to rear her
son the same way she was
brought up. Her advice for him
is simple.
"The sky is the limit," she
said. "If you want to do something, if you set your mind to it,
you can do it. That's what I was
always told. The sky is the
limit. And don' t let any obstacle take you off your path."
Patterson is creating a new
statistic - one people can love
instead of loathe.
"I'm beating the statistics!"
she said. "People say you can't
graduate high school and go to
college if you have a child.
"I am a first generation college student and single mother."

Starting this Thursday, students will have the opportunity
to view two short operas that
were first introduced at the
beginning of the 20th Century.
"Suor Angelica" and "Gianni Schicchi" are one-act operas

Presented by ,,_waate¥aKenwcky Un.ivorslty
h,p111rt:m•nbt f)f Mu11lc and f#aeatra :arid Otmc•

Ru$Mlf H. MUlwr1'~. Flr.e Ar1• Cenhu
Faburary 211'21 ·•·....C Marci t at 8pm
St.inday March 2 al 3,1iclmts: N.00.. ht'lteM.WVMtcmacalf (2'UJ 784121

written by composer Giacomo
Puccini. The operas will be performed in their original Italian.
The shows will be Feb. 27
through March 1 and will start
at 8 p.m. The final performance will be given March 2 at 3
p.m.
All performances will take

place in the Russell H. Miller
Theatre in the fine arts center.
Tickets are $8. The box
office opens 30 minutes prior
to the show. Reservations are
available by calling the Russell
Miller Theatre Box Office at
745-3121.
- Cassie Riley

Over
O reasons
to call Insight now.
Basic & Classic Service
2 Public Access/
Home Shopping Network
3 Local Government Access
4 WLKY-CBS (Louisville)
5 Local Origination
6 BGTV-6
7 WNKY-NBC (Bowling Green)
8 WZTV-FOX (Nashville)
9 WBKO-ABC (Bowling Green)
10 WTVF-CBS (Nashville)
11 WKYU-WKU (Bowling Green)
12 WBWG-WB (Bowling Green)
13 Local Educational Access
14 HBO"
15 ESPN 2
16 The Disney Channel
1 7 TBS Superstation
18 C-SPAN 2
19 TNT
20 The Discovery Channel
21 TV Guide Channel
22 C-SPAN
23 WNPT-PBS (Nashville)
24 WGN
25 Local Religious Access &
INSP
26 WKGB-KET (Bowling Green)
27 FX
28 QVC
2 9 Trinity Broadcasting Network
30 WUXP-UPN (Nashville)
31 Pax TV
3 2 National Geographic Channel
3 3 Eternal Word TV Network
34 American Movie Classics
35 CNBC
36 MSNBC
37 VH-1
3 8 The Weather Channel
39 A& E
40 USA
41 Country Music TV

42 Nickelodeon
43 The National Network
44 CNN
45 ESPN
46 Lifetime
4 7 The Learning Channel
48 MTV
49 ABC Family Channel
50 BET
51 E! Entertainment
52 FOX Sports Net Ohio
53 Animal Planet
54 FOX News Channel
55 Home & Garden TV
56 FOX Sports Net South
5 7 The Sampler Channel
58 Univision
59 Food Network
60 Comedy Central
61 Cartoon Network
62 Court TV
63 The History Channel
64 The Travel Channel
65 CNN Headline News
66 HB02"
67 HBO Signature"
68 Cinemax"
69 Encore"
70 TV Guide Channel
71 Starz!"
72 Showtime"
73 Showtime Too"
7 4 The Movie Channel"
75·78 iNDEMAND PPV"
Sports & Lifestyle Pak
100 Bloomberg
101 Nick Games & Sports
102 style
103 ESPNews
105 FOX Sports World
106 ESPN Classic
107 Golf Channel
108 Outdoor Life

109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
11 7
118
119
120

Speed Channel
179 Goodlife TV
244 Showtime Beyond West"
504 Modern Country
Outdoor Channel
180 Trio
245 The Movie Channel"
505 Alternative Rock
BET on Jazz
182 Toon Disney
506 Adult Contemporary
246 The Movie Channel Xtra"
Game Show Network
183 BBC America
247 The Movie Channel West"
507 Contemporary Christian
Much Music
184 Biography
248 The Movie Channel Xtra
508 Rock & Roll Oldies
West"
MTV 2
185 The Health Channel
509 Classic Rock
249 Flix"
MTV Jams
186 Noggin
510 Urban Beat
511 Coffeehouse Rock
VH-1 Classic Rock
187 International Channel 250 Flix West"
261 Starz!"
512 Dance
VH-1 Soul
188 VH-1 Country
262 Starz! Theatre"
513 Trends
History Channel lnternational189 Sci-Fi
263 Black Starz!"
514 Album Rock
TechTV
190 TV Land
264 Starz! West"
515 Hard Rock
G4
Premium Channels
266 Starz! Family"
516 80's Hits
Movie Pak
201 HBO"
267 Starz! Cinema"
51 7 70's Hits
140 Encore
202 HB02"
268 Starz! Cinema West"
518 Classic R&B
141 Encore West
203 HBO Signature"
519 Traditional Country
Pay-Per-View
142 Encore Action
204 HBO Family"
520 Soft Hits
400
PPV
Previews
143 Encore Action West
205 HBO Comedy"
521 Symphonic
401·434 Insight iNDEMAND
144 Encore Mystery
206 HBO Zone"
522 Acid Jazz
PPV
145 Encore Mystery West
207 HBO Latino"
523 Big Band/Swing
435·436
Adult
PPV
146 Encore Love Stories
208 HBO West"
524 Smooth Jazz
437
Urban
Xtra
PPV
147 Encore Love Stories West 209 HB02 West"
525 New Age
438·439
Adult
PPV
148 Encore True Stories
210 HBO Signature West"
526 Holidays & Happenings
440 ESPNow PPV
149 Encore True Stories West
211 HBO Family West"
527 Great Standards
441-446
ESPN
Sports
PPV
150 Encore Westerns
214 HBO Latino West"
528
Upbeat Oldies
449 ESPN Sports PPV
151 Encore Westerns West
221 Cinemax"
529 Reggae
152 Independent Film Channel 222 MoreMAX"
Digital Music
530 Children's
153 Lifetime Movie Network
223 ActionMAX"
501 Lite Classical
531 Urban Adult
154 Women's Entertainment
224 ThrillerMAX"
502 Jazz Vocal Blends
Contemporary
155 FOX Movie Channel
225 Cinemax West"
532 Rap
503 Hottest Hits
156 Turner Classic Movies
226 MoreMAX West"
533 Classic Jazz
157 Bravo
227 ActionMAX West"
534 Blues
158 Sundance Channel
228 WMAX"
535 Gospel
159 Sundance Channel West
229 5 Star MAX"
LocalSource - Exclusive!
230 OuterMAX"
What if you could touch your
Family Pak
235 Showtime"
remote and take a tour of
171 Ovation
236 Showtime Too"
Bowling Green? Now you
172 Discovery Kids
237 Showtime Showcase"
can with LocalSource! Find
173 The Science Channel
238 Showtime West"
174 Discovery Home & Leisure
a restaurant, check out local
239 Showtime Too West"
175 Discovery Civilization
events and even get your
240 Showtime Showcase West"
176 Discovery Health
horoscope right on your TV.
241 Showtime Extreme"
177 Discovery Wings
242 Showtime Extreme West"
178 I-Life TV
243 Showtime Beyond"
H Indicates Premium Channels

Not reason enough? Well, with Insight Digital, you'll also get an on-screen program guide that makes
channel surfing a breeze. Plus, there's a great installation offer going on now. Once you have Insight
Digital, you'll wonder how you ever got along without it.

Call

782-0903 now!
Certain restrictions moy apply.

e2002 lnsiaht Communications, Inc. All rights reserved.

INSIGHT

~1 •1w1~ •ra::=Everything you imagined and more.
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Biology professor recounts his stay in Niger at local bookstore
Nature Reserve, the third largest pro- were released 13 months later, but two
tected wildlife area in the world.
died in captivity.
Herald reporter
Alice described his living condiBut only the positive memories
tions while in Africa. He did not have remain for Alice. Alice said he enjoyed
After . completing his master's
digging up photos for the presentation.
degree, Lawrence Alice spent two electricity or running water in his
The presentation has renewed his
house.
Water
came
from
a
well,
and
years in the West African province of
interest
in going back to Niger, he said.
kerosene lanterns and flashlights proNiger as a Peace Corps volunteer.
"I
would
kill to go back right now,"
On Thursday night, Alice had the vided light. His furniture was limited to
Alice
said.
opportunity to share his experiences a chair and a bed. He cooked on a gas
Owensboro senior Kendall Ten-ett
with a group of about 50 people who stove and slept outside al I year.
said
she attended the presentation for
attended his presentation at Barnes &
Alice said, despite the modest
extra credit. The presentation made her
Noble Booksellers.
lifestyle, he enjoyed working in Niger
reconsider entering the Peace Corps
The lecture, which is part of the "Far tremendously.
after graduation, Te1Tetl said.
Away Places" series, gave an overview
The scenery and the beauty of the
"I' ve always wanted to experience
of basic facts of the country and inforlandscape, as well as the culture and the another culture and be fluent in another
mation about the geography and culture
of Niger through slides, antidotes, arti- people, appeal to him, he said.
language," she said.
''Their friendliness and willingness
facts and books.
Two more presentations in the "Far
Alice, an assistant biology professor to take you in are unparalleled," Alice Away Serires" are planned for this
at Western, joined the Peace Corps in said.
semester: Belgium on March 20 and
But not all of his experiences in Spain on April 17.
1989. After 11 weeks of learning about
the country's language and culture, he Niger were pleasant.
In Apri I of 1990, an armed conflict Herald reporter Lindsey Reed
moved to the village of Iferouane,
broke out between a local ethnic group, contributed to this story.
where he lived during his stay.
In Niger, Alice worked as a research the Tuareg, and their government. In
biologist for an international conserva- February of 1992, six of Alice's Reach Marle11e Brueggema11n
tion project in the Air Tenere National coworkers were captured. Four of them at features@wkuherald.com.
BY MARLENE
BRUEGGEMANN

Wiqan Ang/Herald
Biology professor Lawrence Alice picks up a wa llet f rom his collection
of artifacts acquired during his three-year stay in Niger. The wallet, usually worn on the neck, can also be an ornamental p iece.

WKU

WEDNESDAYS at...
7:00 p.m. to Close

$3 .
:,v=-Wings $3 Nachos

like Talk Sll1•P
Check Out "1110111111 Platlor■s"
■andav - Th1rsd11 &-6:31 1.■.

Must Present WKU ID • Sar Only Specials
I

is trvinu to keep
vour tuition llfll

THIS THURSDAY
Rally with the SGA
against higher education
budget cuts. Attend the
Frankfort Rally with SGA.

Carry Out Special
2Large
1 topping

I

I

I
I

I
I

1 Large
1 topping

~ $6~99
$11.99
l

Offer expire, 3-4-2003
Vnlld ooh at Russelh Ille Road location

Dorm &·Academic Buildings Only
:

I
I
I

(.'oupon Requin,1.
Valid only 111 parti1.:ip;.111ng location!,: C'\ht~,nwr ~
pays .ill applicable ~•k·, t:r~. !\01 ..,:tlid wilh .111y
Jlll-11
buy one J!t'I unc flee offer. One coupon prr ordl't'. ~

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
:

Offer expires 3-4-2003
Valid only at Russellville Road location

Coupon Required.
:
V,,hd only ,u parllt;lpa1mg loc,111011, Cu,tomcr ~
pilY!. all npplu;:ublc ,ale, ta~ Not ,ahd wnh ,my
hu) llnc i::ct one free offer 011c coupon per order
I
M1111mu111 dclm:ry order ul S'.'i or more

I

P:

I

·-A~:~=~~-! L~:fu}ty-·
. Bowling Green

Transportation wi,11 be provided! •
Call to make your reservation.
Contact 745-4354 or
visit www.wku.edu/sga
for more details

Mnumum dclivl'ry order of ~5 m mor~

order for only

w

$5.99

1

Offer expires 3-4-2003
Valid only at Russclhilk Roud loculion

I
I
I
I
I
I

$12.99
Offer expires 3-4-2003
Valid only at Ru\sellville Road location

('oul)On llc<1uircd.

VuliJ 01.lly ;1~ partU:ipat.ing loc.1.tion,. Customer ~
p,1y, ,111 apphcahh: ,,11c, 1ax Nol valid wi1h any
hu) onl· get one free ofkr. One coupon ix-r order.

APA

P

~1inunum ddiYel)· Qrder ot $5 or more.

II

SI
'I

..

I.D. is required for all check, debit card, and credit card transactions. We reserve the right to
refuse any out-of-state checks or-temporary checks. Please have your I.D. ready at the time
of payment. Drivers do not carry more than $20. All account orders are subject to approval.
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Send 'School' back to classroom
Grade: DBY ZACK SPARKS

Herald reporter
"Old School" really isn't a
movie. Trust me - I know. It's
more of a random assembling of
images that loosely tie in with
each other.
Oh, sure, it has a few laughs,
but many of the jokes in the
movie try too hard to rip off other
great "stupid comedies" like
"Dumb and Dumber" and
''Tommy Boy."
Mitch (Luke Wilson) just
found out that his girlfriend has
been cheating on him. So he and
his two buddies, Frank and
Beanie (Will Ferrell and Vince
Vaughn), get the grand idea to
start a fraternity for everyone old, young, student, non-student,
whomever.
Something that could be mis-

construed as a plot runs throughout the movie, but there's really
not a storyline. I vaguely remember seeing someone bad who
wanted to shut their fraternity
down. Maybe. But the movie
doesn't play up the plot enough
for the audience to even know it's
there.
The entire movie is just Mitch
and his fraternity brothers getting
drunk and listening to Snoop
Dogg (who is in the movie, by the
way).
It was really disappointing to
see this movie waste the great talent of Luke Wilson. I mean, I
watched "The Royal Tenenbaums" this weekend with a
friend and realized that Luke
Wilson is a terrific actor. But "Old
School" does nothing except
waste his talents on stupid "Ohmy-gosh, you 're-so-drunk" antics.
Of course, I wasn't really
expecting much from a movie
Like this. I wasn't expecting it to
be an Oscar contender next year.

But I wa~ expecting it to be somewhat funny. The funniest things
about the movie are shown in the
previews.
There's a jelly wrestling match
between the 90-year-old man and
the two hot college chicks, and
Ferrell runs down a street in his
birthday suit. But for the most
part, the jokes fall flat, along with
the script, the acting and the plot.
Fend! does give it his all,
however. His mannerisms and
speaking tone are so well developed for comedy that pretty much
anything he says or does is funny.
While his performance is one of
the few redeeming qualities of
"Old School," he was much funnier on "Saturday Night Live"
than in this movie.
If you want a quick laugh,
naked girls, parties and sex jokes,
then "Old School" is your movie.
Otherwise, don't touch it with a
JO-foot pole.

Reach 'Zack Sparks at
features@wkuherald.com.

783-0687
organtown R
Across from WK
Parking Garag

Club discusses literary topics
BY LAURA HAGAN

Herald reporter

--------------· --------------- ---------------

FREE

1O Visits
Tanning

Tanning Visit

20 Visits
Tanning

$25

First Time
Customers Only

$45

IJ~IIOX II

B(fil!_f~!:iJ..NC

IJE)IOX II

B®._~f,0.1 tNC

l~EIIOX II

B(m_~f,0. 2 1:._NC

Remember your 2002 National
Football Champions by Ordering
a Talisman Yearbook Today!

Every Wednesday, a group
of about 30 Western students
with a fetish for words and
ideas spend their afternoon
reading and writing.
As members of the English
club, students discuss cultural
events on campus and books
they 're reading. They also
participate in writing workshops.
"It is great to ·work with
students who are enthusiastic
about literature and writing
and are willing to do those
things outside of classes,"
said English professor Ted
Hovet, the club's adviser.
Students do not have to be

English majors or minors to
join. The club encourages
new people to come, Hovet
said.
"New members have new
ideas, and that keeps the club
going," he said.
Deborah Bassett, a senior
from Gallatin , Tenn., and the
club's president, is not an
English major. She said she
likes to learn different writing
styles and enjoys the laid
back atmosphere of the club.
Louisville
sophomore
Marcellus Neel said he joined
after seeing a flier from the
club.
He said he has started to
think about majoring in
English because of his
involvement with the club.

"Not only have I been
awakened and able to read
good literature, but the club
has also helped improve my
own writing," Neel said.
The club's main source of
funding is a used book sale
that is held every semester. It
helps fund several events that
include an open mic night at
the library and movie screenings at Downing University
Center.
Neel said the club is a good
way to meet people.
"It is cool knowing there
are others with your same
interests that are as serious
about it as you are," he said.

Reach Laura Hagan at
f eatures@wkuherald.com.

,----------------------,
Talisman Yearbook Order Form :

1

Only $45 I

ITSABOUTFACETALISMAN
The 2002-2003 year on the Hill is all about the faces of
Western. It's a year of surviving the "growing pains" of
construction and soaring enrollment to change the look
of Western without changing the spirit that makes it so
special. This year, fife as a Hilltopper is all About Face.

Yearbooks can be ordered by credit card online at
www.smart-pay.com/wku, or call toll free at 866-617-3742.
Cash or checks can be dropped off with this order form at the
Student Publications Office at 122 Garrett Conference Center.

Toppers F-I-N-1-S-H Champions

"In 50 years. they'll

look bock to 20CJ2
ond Western Kentucky
Un1vers ty iS the
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not<()(IO! r.hcmp!on
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I
I
I
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I
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Permanent Address

Permanent Phone

Local Address

Local Phone

E-mail
Number of Copies

Class (Freshman, Sophomore, Junior, Senior, Graduate, Faculty)

Toppe~s °F-I-N-I-S-H Cham ion

Method of Payment
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D Check For 545 Payable to WKU Talisman
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Yearbooks will be mailed to permanent home addresses in mid-July 2003.
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TOWERY: 'Big Boy' one of Diddle's stars
COKTIKUED FROM BACK PAGE

Towery and his ,number,
42, will forever live above the
Hilltopper floor.
"Until just two years ago,
Western had never honored
anybody in this way," Western
Athletics Director Wood Selig
said. "It's a very important
way to preserve our history."
Selig said he thinks the
honor can help the current
players as well as the individual being memorialized.
"I think it's important for
your current players to see
who has come before them
and see them honored," Selig
said.
Diddle coached Towery,

who paved the way for many
of the stars that followed.
Towery said that Diddle was
one of the most influential
people in his life.
"With Mr. Diddle, you had
to be a gentleman and then a
ball player," Towery said.
"After I got out of college, I
realized what an honor it was
to play for him."
"Big Boy" was the first
Topper to score 1,000 points,
and he led the first Western
team to ever crash the NCAA
tournament. He also averaged
17 points a game as a senior,
which was a Topper record at
the time.
Towery recalled his time

on the Hill as pivotal in his
life.
"It was always special, and
it was always just such a
thrill," he said. "There is no
way I could have gotten a college education if I hadn't had
a scholarship. And basketball
gave me that opportunity."
After leaving Western,
Towery played professional
basketball for eight seasons.
His professional career was
interrupted after thr:!e years
when he was called to military duty in 1944.
Towery said that he served
in the infantry and saw about
six months of combat in
Europe. He was awarded a

Bronze Star for his involvement.
He then returned to play
professional basketball for the
Fort Wayne Pistons in 1946.
He said that returning to
basketball after World War II
wasn't very difficult.
"The game hadn't really
changed, so I just started
playing again," he said.
After Saturday's game,
Towery returned to his home
in Marion with his family.
"It was a special day," he
said. "It really just meant so
much to me."

Reach Danny Schoenbaechler
at sports@wkuherald.com.

BUSTER: First shot at event a success
CONTHIUEll FROM FRONT PAGE

about my first halves," he
said. "Because I'm too passive
at first, and I try and let the
game come to me."
Ball State coach Tim
Buckley said that the Topper
defense did a good job on
Williams.
"I don't think you can fault
the defense. He's an incredible offensive talent," Buckley
said.
The Toppers won the

rebounding battle
Williams was
41-36, but more
serving a oneimpressively, they
game suspension
for breaking an
recovered
20
undisclosed team
offensive boards.
rule.
"We knew we
Western
will
had to keep them
- Jamaal Brown now focus their
off the offensive
freshman forward attention on conboards, but we didference
rival
n't do a very good
Louisiana-Lafayette.
job of that," Buckley said.
The Ragin' Cajuns have
The rebounding advantage
was even more impressive due already clinched the Sun
to the absence of senior Nate Belt's West division , and a
Hilltopper win would give
Williams.

"All we will be

thinking about
this week is
Lafayette."

them sole share of the East.
"All we will be thinking
about this week is Lafayette,"
freshman forward Jamaal
Brown said. "We won't be
looking ahead to the tournament yet."
After their Thursday night
game in Lafayette, Western
will come home for Senior
Night festivities at Diddle
Arena on Saturday.

Reach Danny Schoenbaechler
at sports@wkuherald.com.

► Sports Briefs
Baseball opener washed
away

women's golf has good
weekend

Three days of steady rain
forced the cancellation of the
three-game series with Illinois
State. The weekend washout will
push the home opener back to
Friday, when Wright State will
visit Nick Denes Field.
The Toppers (2-1) were hoping to build from their seasonopening momentum surge stemming from a series win at then
26th ranked Central Florida.
Friday's home opener is slated
to begin at 2 p.m., followed· by
Saturday and Sunday games both
starting at 1 p.m.
- Michael Casagrande

Golf coach Chuck Eison
received top-25 finishes from all
five of his players as the
women's golf team opened the
spring season with a third-place
finish at the Bethune-Cookman
Spring Invitational. Senior
Jennifer McGill led the charge
with a two-day total of 159,
earning a share of seventh place.
Sophomore Jennifer Taylor
carded a 79 in the second round
to tie for 13th place with a 161
total. Sophomore Casey Manion
and junior Sarah Lilly tied for
19th place after posting two-day
totals of 166. Lilly rebounded
from an 'opening-round 88 by
carding a 78' in the second
round. Senior Crystal Anglea
rounded out the squad with a
168 total to tie for 24th place.
Host Bethune-Cookman captured the 'team title with a 622
total, 11 strokes better than second-place Daytona Beach
Community
College. The
Wildcats placed all five of their
golfers in the top seven, while
Daytona Beach's Jessica Trein
captured medalist honors,
thanks in part to a tournamentlow round of 73 on the opening
day.
The Lady Toppers return to
action March 10-11, when they
play in the Lady Racer Classic
hosted by Murray State.
- Kyle Hightower

Softball opener
rescheduled
The Western softball team's
home opener with Tennessee
Tech was canceled due to weather conditions. The Hilltoppers
were scheduled to open their
home slate Tuesday afternoon
against the Golden Eagles, but the
doubleheader will be rescheduled
for a later date.
Western
travels
to
Chattanooga, Tenn., this weekend
to play in the .Frost Classic. The
Hilltoppers (1-4) are scheduled to
play six games over the weekend,
opening with Samford on Friday
at 10: 15 a.m.
- Kyle Hightower

BAR&

GRILL
ollege Street
Bowling Green, KY 42101
796-4001

Live Entertainment Nightly!

EN

a.m.

·------------------------------------~
Buy One
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Lunch Entree
Get One
Clean Newly Renovated, Fun Atmosphere! • Expires 3.1.03

~

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

~------------------------------------~
The New Place In Bowling GreenTo Be Seen!
Have You Been Seen Lately?
Entertainment Starts Nightly at 9 p.m.
(1

;
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WKU Student Discount

Women's basketball,

ATa;t;b~rE~;~p~,y . .

Are you tired f h

Lady Tops best in Sun Belt again

Greek and American food

r.2utlientic
:"!'~•~

• Grilled Chicken Salad

5-itdwtcb

•Authentic Gyros Plate

_,llil,,l~,;;

• Mixed Gyros Plate
• Chicken Gyros Plate
• Chicken Fajlta Plate
• Gyros Sandwich
• Chicken Gyros
• Western Gyros
• - - • Say Cheese Steak or Chicken
1006 State Street • Downtown Bowlin

One Doctor's Specialty.
lntr~~cing Dr. Tim Long, your whole family's family doctor,
ongma!ly from Scottsville, Kentucky, and a graduate of
Allen County-Scottsville High School. Dr. Long received his
_ Bachelors degree from Western Kentucky University and
his M.D. from the University of Louisville School of Medicine.
Dr. Long provides hospital care at both The Medical Center and
Greenview Regional Hospital.
• Now taking appointments for new patients
• Office hours are Monday - Friday, 9 am - S pm

• All ages accepted--infancy to geriatrics

Dr. Tim Long
Private Family Practice
1212 Ash ley Circle, Suite 5
Ford Plaza • Bowling Green, Kentucky
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MICHAEL MOORE

Herald reporter
It was a success story six years
in the making.
But while some may consider
it long overdue, the Lady Toppers
are taking in every bit of their Sun
Belt Conference championship.
Western clinched the regularseason conference championship
Thursday night with a 75-57 win
over Florida International.
It's the first time the Lady
Toppers have held the crown
since 1996-97 - a split decision
with Louisiana Tech. Western had
not won the regular-season championship outright since 1985-86.
Four days after the victory, the
thrill hasn't completely worn off.
But after last night's 76-67
squeaker victory over Chicago
State, the Lady Toppers are
becoming more grounded.
Western (18-8, 11-2 Sun Belt)
has also secured a first-round bye
in the conference tournament,
with the final game of the season
coming Saturday with Middle
Tennessee.
No one expected this type of

success, except the ladies in red.
They knew it all along and have
been making strides to disprove
those who doubted them.
"I think we've been yelling
loud all season," senior foiward
Shala Reese said. "But nobody
has been listeningto us."
By knocking off Florida
International for the second time
this season, the Lady Toppers put
another foot in the door. The
Golden Panthers were picked to
win the Sun Belt, but they have
slipped to a 16-9 record, 7-5 in the
conference.
But Lady Topper players and
coaches, while basking in the
glow of a championship, stress
their current accolades are
nowhere near their goals.
A conference tournament
championship and a guaranteed
invite to the Big Dance is their
focus for the month of March.
Players were guarded in talking about their East Division
championship. Outside of a few
comments Thursday night, little
was said.
And little was hyped.
"This is a great feeling," head
coach Mary Taylor Cowles said.

SPRING BREAK

Alvin Rosenfeld, M.D.
Presentation of
"The Over-Scheduled Child"
www.hyperparenting.com
Monday, March 3, 2003, at 7:00 PM
Van Meter Auditorium

•••••••••••••••
SPRING BREAK!

Panama City, Daytona &
South Beach. Free parties
& drinks! Best hotelslowest prices!
www.breakers travel .com
(800) 575-2026

Recently remodeled
2 & 3 bdrm apt., central heat/
air, washer/ dryer hookup,
dishwasher $425-$450/mo.
1304 Kentucky St. 782-8882

•••••••••••••••
Someone needed to take over
apt. lease at the Gables from
May through July. $199/mo.
Utilities included and furnished. Call 796-2659.

•••••••••••••••
, 2 bdrm apt., nice, clean, block
to WKU. D/W, W/D hook-up,
mini blinds, ceiling fans, carpeted. Cable-ready,_ off~street
parking with security hght~No pets. References, deposit
required. Rental agreement,
6-12 months $380/mo.
842-0427

•••••••••••••••

Bahamas Party Cruise
$279 5 Days, Includes 10
Free Meals, Free Parties &
Drink Specials! Incl. Port,
Departure, Hotel Tax!
www.springbreaktravel.com
1.800.678.6386

Spring Break Panama Beach

•••••••••••••••

"Summit" Condos next to
Laveta & Spinnaker Clubs.
Discount rates.
(404) 355-9637

SPRING BREAK!

•••••••••••••••
Spring Break 2003 with STS

America's #1 Student Tour
Operator. Sell Trips,
earn cash, Travel Free.
Information/ Reservations
1-800-648-4849
or www.ststravel.com

...............

#1 Spring Break
Vacations! Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas & Florida! Best

Parties, Best Hotels, Best
Prices! Space is limited!
Hurry up & Book Now!
1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssu mmertours .com

Panama City Beach
Boardwalk Beach Resort $199
Includes 7 nights Hotel, 6 Free
Parties! 24 Hours Free
Drinks! Cancun & Jamaica!
From $459
www.springbreaktravel.com
1.800.678.6386

.JUST STARTING
IN THE REAL
WORLD?
*Money
*Benefits
*Training
All for as little as 1
weekend a 1no nth
and 2 weeks a year!

•••••••••••••••
YOU CAN
have it all!

, HELP WANTED

1-800-GO-G UARD
or

•••••••••••••••
SANTA FE Hiring Servers!

Flexible availability. College
students welcome. Part-time &
full time hrs. Apply in person.
Mon. -Thurs. 2-4 p.m.

www. I 800GoQunrd.com

KY Anny
National G uard

...............

in just 1-2 weeks

$275

HELP WANTED
•••••••••••••••
Part-time positions
in spring, full time in
summer. Flexible hours.
competitive wages, fun
environment. Biology/
Chemistry or pool experience
helpful. Apply in person
on Mon., Tues. or Friday
between 9a.m.- 4 p.rn. at
Aqualand Pools.
1260 Campbell
Lane, B.G., KY.

•••••••••••••••

HELP WANTED

...............

Up to $500/wk preparing
mailings, part-time. Not sales.
Can lit your schedule.
Call (626)294-3215.

...............

Get paid for your opinions!
Earn $15-$ 125 and
more per survey!
www.surveydollars.com

...............

Bartender trainees needed.
$250/day potential.
Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 214

•••••••••••••••
Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1000-$2000 this semester with a8roven

Campus Fundraiser 3 ~our fundraising event. ur programs
make fundraising easy with no risks. Fundra1s111g dates are filling
quickly, so get with the program! It works. Contact
Campus Fundraiser at (888) 923-3238, or v1s1t
www.campusfundrajser.com

SCOOT ON OVER
TO THE GABLES
RESERVE YOUR SPOT AT THE GABLES
AND ENTER TO WIN A 2002 SUNDIRO
HOLIDAY GAS POWERED

SCOOTER

Includes- initial whitening exam
custon fit bleach trays
bleach material

WANTLI)
•••c•••••••••••

Strong • Fast • Safe • Effective
Appointment or Walk-in Serl'ice
Call for details

Roommate wanted for sublease at Western Place.
First month free, no pets.
Call Renee 792-2770

(270) 237-4747
Cosmetic and Adult Dentistry
Financing Available
Just 22 min lites from Bowling Green

•••••••••••••••

MISC

I

SOUTllP!DBIISLAID•

I

P!IWCITYBIACH I

,STWIBOAT•
I BBICXDBIDGI I

•••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••

...............

WHITEN YOUR TEETH

Re X )i\tMATE

South Central Barber College.
No appt. necessary. 332
College St.(270) 782-3261

$800 weekly
guaranteed stuffing envelopes.
Send a self-addressed
stamped envelope to:
Oakdale Enterprises
1151 North State St.
Suite 231 Chicago 60610.

•••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••

HAIRCUTS$3
Guys/ Gals w/ WKU i.d.

Dr. Rosenfeld's approach to freemg up family lifestyle has been featured on
The Oprah Show, Larry King Live, CBS Sunday Morning, Good Morning
America, and recently on National Public Radio's Real Audio program.
Dr. Rosenfeld sponsors a national initiative for a monthly family night
www.famUynightamonth,org. Rosenfeld is dedicated to children growing up in
happy and less stressful homes.

•••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••

Reach J Michael Moore at
sports@wkuherald.com.

Many parents have difficulty in resisting piling on activities for their child
fearing their children may not be able to hold their own in a world where you
are measured by what you do rather than who you are, Dr. Rosenfeld has an
alternative approach for raising children in a less stressful environment.

HELP WANTED

SPRING BREAK Cancun,

only minutes to campus. New
carpet, on-site laundry, lot of
space & big rooms. Pre-lease
today. 1 BDRM $459;
2 BDRM $549.
Call now 781-5471.

and ready to play, I don't think
anyone can stop us," senior guard
Kristina Covington said after the
RU victory.
The road to Lady Topper
expectations begins March 6
when the conference tournament
tips off in Diddle Arena.

As a generation, we try hard to be the best parents we possibly can. But our
efforts often get lost in our over scheduled life styles. Frantic lives interfere
with family and diminish a child's ability to be creative, to balance personal
stress and needs, and to learn to say no to impossible demands.

SPRINC, BREAK

•••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••

it's not what we set out to do."
Middle Tennessee wrapped up
the second seed in the conference's East Division last weekend
defeating Florida International.
If the tournament started
today, Western would play the
winner of Denver and Arkansa~Little Rock.
"When we come out focused

Psychiatrist and author of five books dealing with raising children including :
The Over-Scheduled Child and Hyper-Parenting

Small efficiency apartment
at 710 Cabell. Some utilities
paid. $225/mo. Call 781-8307.
ONE CHECK PAYS IT
ALL!! All utilities included &

"It's definitely a compliment. But

20.

WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY PRESENT

This presentation is open to the public and
is presented free by the Mary E. Hensley
Lecture Series.

I

home win over Florida International Feb.

THE 2003 MARY E. HENSLEY LECTURE SERIES AND

270.746.5455

FOR RENT

Sa11g-Hy11ck Park/Herald
Senior forward Shala Reese and senior forward
Kristina Covington share a laugh following a 75-57

I

DAY'l'OIABIACH I VAIL I

www.sunchase.com
1eaoo-a111GB6P

Scottsville Dental Center
Frank L. Duncan. D.D.S.
106 Public Square
Scottsville, KY 42164

THE GABLES APARTMENTS
1909 CREASON ST.
(OFF UNIVERSITY BLVD.)

846-1000
OFFER ENDS SOON. SOME RESTRICTIONS APPLY

Notable

Contact:

• Despite shooting only 2 of 1'3
from the field last night, senior
guard Kristina Covington netted
her 1,000th point.

Sports editor Kyle Hightower:
sports@wkuherald.com
Photo editor Price Chambers:
photo@wkuherald.com
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Towery: 'It's an honor, and I'm speechless'
Standout is sixth to
have jersey retired
BY DANNY
SCIIOENBAECHLER

Herald reporter
As Carlisle Towery walked
slowly onto the Diddle Arena
floor, more than 6,000 fans rose to
their feet amid shouts ofjubilation.
Towery, 82, gleefully waved to
the crowd, showing he hadn't lost
his flare for the spotlight he last
shared some 60 years ago during
his three seasons as a Hilltopper.
As he stood at mid-court during halftime of Western's game
against Ball State, Towery
addressed the HiUtopper faithful
in the ceremony to retire his jersey.
"This is really an honor," the
clearly overwhelmed Towery
repeated several times.
Towery is the sixth Hilltopper
basketball great to have his jersey
honored.
The others are coach E.A.
Diddle and All-Americans John
Oldham, John Marshall, Jim
McDaniels, Clem Haskins and
Lady Topper All-Ame1ican Lilly
Mason.
Towery is a frail man now. But
his six-foot-five-inch frame tells

why he was called "Big Boy" during his glory days in Bowling
Green.
"It was something special,"
Towery said. "There are no words
to explain it. I was just thinking
about how I wanted to thank
everybody that helped me, like
my teammates and coaches and
the fans and the university."
Towery had Chris Marcus-like
talent before Marcus was even
born.
From 1938 to 1941, "Big Boy''
Towery lead the Toppers to three
Southern Intercollegiate Athletic
Association championships and
two Kentucky Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference titles.
All of this put him on his way
to becoming Westem's first twotime All-American.
"It's an honor, and I'm speechless," Towery said. "And I would
just like to say, 'Thank you so
much."'
A visibly flustered Towery
stood quietly as the crowd once
again rose to its feet and showered
the basketball legend with admiration.
Towery is clearly one of the,
greatest players to ever don a
Western uniform. Proof of that
will permanently hang on a large
red banner in the Diddle Arena
rafters.
Greg Barnette/Herald

SEE ToWERY PAGE 10

Carlisle Towery played for legendary basketball coach E.A. Diddle from 1938 to 1941.

Lady Tops hold on for win Toppers hope for final success
BY J. MICHA EL MOORE

Herald reporter
The
celebration
was
labored, but it was effective.
With one minute and 58
seconds left to play in
Western 's 76-67 victory over
Chicago State, senior guard
Kristina Covington hit the shot
she had been searching for.
It was the shot she had
been wanting for the past four
years.
Covington hit her only 3pointer of the game - the
Sang-Hyuck Park/Herald
crown jewel of a miserable 2Freshman guard Tiffany Porter-Talbert struggles to keep
for-13 shooting night.
the ball during the second half of the game against
Nothing special, except
Chicago State last night at Diddle Arena.
that it made her the newest
member of Western's 1,000- Toppers struggled.
people out on the court with
point club.
An 8-2 run to open the them," Logsdon said.
Covington jumped in the game dissolved quickly as
The game was tied at 54
air and pumped her fist after Western went toe-to-toe with with 5:32 left.
the shot, then got back on an athletic Lady Cougar
Logsdon scored 10 of the
defense.
squad.
Lady Toppers' final 23 points.
The Lady Toppers were
"We. stood a lot with the
Despite its athleticism,
clinging to a 68-60 advan- ball over our head," head
Chicago State (11-14, 7-5
tage. There was little time for coach Mary Taylor Cowles
Mid-Continent Conference)
formalities.
said. "It took us a long time,
Even after the game, but we found it ... We found a found itself losing momentum
at the end and unable to take
Covington said more about way to win tonight."
her team's nail-biting victory
But the confidence level advantage of Western 's 38
percent shooting.
and endurance than about her never dropped.
"Our game plan has been the
accomplishment.
And
the
confidence
"At the beginning of the brought out the savior in same all season," Lady Cougar
head coach Cheryl Littlejohn
game, I was thinking about Leslie Logsdon.
the 1,000 points," Covington
The junior guard had a said. "Down the stretch, I would
said. "(Chicago State) never game-high 25 points, mostly say that they got some transition
really played me the way I in 3-pointers, that kept baskets, and the momentum
started going their way."
wanted them to play me. I Western above water.
was worried about what we
"I think we came out and
some of us weren't focused, Reach J. Michael Moore at
were doing as a team."
As a team, the Lady and it moved over to the other sports@wkuherald.com.

Powell expecting
toug~ competition
BY JOSH BUCKMAN

Herald reporter
The men's swimming and
diving team begins its last
lap on Wednesday with the
four-day
National
Independent Championships
in Michigan.
"We've been undefeated;
but I mean that's nothing
going into this meet because
the last meet of the season is
the one that counts," freshman Chris Tarter said.
The team is expecting
tough compet1t10n from
Hawaii (13-1) and Southern
Methodist (5-4),
ranked 21st and
26th by the college swimming
coaches' association poll.
"Hawaii
and
Southern
Methodist
are
t "
powerhouses,"
coach
Bill
Powell
said.
"They're fully
ranked,
fully
funded teams. They're way
up there in a different class.
They're very good."
While the idea of defeating ranked opponents is
appealing, Powell admits that

the team's 15-0 regular season record is enough to consider this season a success.
"The men have had a very
successful season," Powell
said. "With a 15-0 season, I
think that's about as much as
you can ask, and what I'd
like here in the NIC's, we' re
not naive enough to think we
have this great chance of
winning against this great
competition.
"I would just like to see us
really competitive in the
NIC's, and everyone getting
lifetime best times."
On the other hand, many
team members feel that there
is still a lot left to accomplish.
"I think we've had an
awesome season, but I think
we want to
finish off
even on a
stronger
note and do
a lot a better
at
NI C's ,"
freshman
Stephen

"I think we've had.

and awesome sea- son, but I think we
want to finish off

even on a stronger

noe...

Stephen Avers

Ayers said.
In order
freshman swimmer for
the
Hilltoppers
to compete, they need to
have strong performances
from the entire team.
Backstrokers and butterfliers
will have to continue this
seasons' success while put'1

ting points on the board in
the other events.
Last season Western finished fourth behind SMU,
Hawaii and Oakland (Mich).
Also on board for the meet
will be a handful of the Sun
Belt Conference Champion
Lady Toppers. While they
will not cany the depth to
compete, they do hope to
drop times.
"I didn't really get a
chance to do well in the 200
fly because it was back-toback from the 200 back at
Sun Belt," freshman Jordan
Beck said. " So I' m going to
go fresh and swim the 200
fly, and hopefully get the
school record."

Powell, Nailor honored
by Sun Belt Conference
Head coach Bill Powell
was named the Sun Belt
Coach of the Year and sophomore diver Trish Nailor was
named Diver of the Year.
Nailor won the one-meterdiving competition on Friday
and finished third in the threemeter event on Saturday. She
is the second straight Lady
Topper diver to win the honor.
Junior Marci Kascir won the
award in 2002.
"This is unbelievable,"
Powell said. "We came in here
not even expecting to win."
Reach Josh Buckman at
sports@wkuherald.com.

WEDNESDAY CHOICES TUESDAY

ALL II
CAR£ TO

DRINK

2

ALL II

CHOOSE
BOTH •

'

CAR£ TO

DRINK

Need A Ride?

1607 31-W By Pass Bowling Green KY

Call the
Designated Driver

(270 842-6005

270.202.0183'

Located in Bowling Green, KY Downtown District

{270) 783-0088

